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Christmas

Sammy, Davis, Junior
"Only sleep once more and then comes the Christ Child". That way I counted down the days until
Christmas and the anticipation grew with each passing day. In a few days it is again this time, Christmas is
coming. Thus I have the annual review and outlook for you. Here we go.

2018 - again a lot of new things
2018 was another eventful year for us and a lot has happened.
For the warm summer months, Apartments 3 and 4 are now well equipped, because they got new air
conditioners. On the ground floor we got for the room with the washing machine a new, slightly smaller,
door. So now is more space. New doors are also available in the apartments F21 / 7 and F21 / 18.
In the apartments themselves we have recently installed new room thermostats to make the room climate
more comfortable and homelike.
Our internet (WiFi) is now faster and more stable thanks to new access points. We also have a new, even
easier and more convenient login. And thanks to our new service partner tiga.eleven, there is now much
more information about your stay conveniently via email. Just let yourself be surprised.
We have also upgraded our communication channels, what is new is that you can now reach us via +43 1

48 44 522 via WhatsApp.
Keyword employees. During the summer, our intern Laura supported us perfectly for 6 weeks. About her
time in Vienna, she also reported here in the blog.
Since September we also have furry support.

Plans about plans – for 2019 we have already planned a lot again
So and now the obligatory look into the New Year, as there are already some plans. January, we will as
always paint the apartments again and start the annual repair works. Therefore, there will also come a trip
to IKEA & Co, because some apartments are already looking forward to new things.
It goes on with the doors and we already plan new ones for apartment 8 and 9 and the office.
That's it for now. But you already know us, the annual review 2019 will have a lot more to offer.

In this sense, I look forward to seeing you again in 2019 and wish you a relaxing and cozy
Christmas. And then a great start into the new year.

Weihnachten 2018
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